Contemporary society assumes high levels of unimpeded mobility, and disruptions to the ability to move quickly and easily can cause considerable concern. 
4 also gender differences in life writing with autobiographies and life histories most often written by men but diaries more often kept by (and surviving for) women. It can be argued that this reflects the different social roles occupied by men and women in the past, with life histories more in keeping with the public sphere of men and the more intimate diary form conforming to the private (domestic) sphere that most women were meant to inhabit. 14 In all life writing we obviously only have information on those things that the authors chose to record: it can be suggested that the more immediate diary should provide a better record of everyday travel and its disruptions than the life history written later in life, when such events may have receded from the memory and may be viewed as much less significant than they were at the time. For these reasons I focus mainly on diary evidence, or on life histories clearly compiled from diaries.
Five main items of life writing are used in this paper, all written by residents of the United Kingdom: the Diary of Elizabeth Lee covering the period 1884-92, 15 the diary of Rhona Little (with most detail 1937-42), 16 the 'diary' of John James (written as a life history from his diaries covering his life from 1822-1880), 17 the life history of Henry Jaques (also written up from diaries) covering the period 1842-1900, 18 and the diary of Joseph Yates . 19 By definition diaries and life histories are written by those who are both literate and have the time to write. They rarely exist (or survive) for the poorest in society and are much more common among elites. The five writers used in this research, while not the poorest, were certainly not elite and could be seen to represent ordinary men and women from the skilled working class and the lower middle class. John James came from Cornwall and worked most of his life in mining as an engineer and (eventually) mine manager in both
Cornwall and overseas; Henry Jaques was principally a shirt maker in the East End of
London, but also worked as a travelling salesman for a London clothing company; and Joseph Yates was apprenticed at the age of 12 to be a clerk. Elizabeth Lee was the daughter 5 of a Birkenhead (Merseyside) businessman who owned (with a partner) two gentlemans' outfitters in the town. In common with many women of her class she did not have paid employment but assisted in the shop from time to time and undertook domestic duties.
Finally, Rhona Little left Northern Ireland as a teenager to take work as a typist in London where she lived throughout the period of the diary. They reflect experiences of travelling in many different locations over more than a century. In this paper selected extracts related to everyday travel are used to explore both the nature of movement and the extent and impact of disruptions to their everyday routines.
Everyday travel in the past
What do we know about everyday mobility in the past? Although some travel was obviously slower than today (though from the mid-nineteenth century travel by train provided relatively rapid transit over longer distances), it is clear that both the ability and expectation to be able to travel was firmly embedded in everyday social, economic and cultural life. In their different ways all the writers lived highly mobile lives. John James travelled extensively in
England and also worked in at least six different countries; Henry Jaques moved freely around London and travelled over much of England in connection with his work; Elizabeth Lee travelled (often alone) over much of Merseyside and undertook longer journeys to visit family and for holidays and outings; and Rhona Little deliberately explored London on foot and by public transport after her arrival from Northern Ireland, and regularly made the journey back to her family. These themes are illustrated in a selection of extracts from the life history of Henry Jaques.
He spent his honeymoon at his aunt's house in the village of Shorne in Kent and described travelling some 42km on foot and by train to London to supervise the completion 6 of his new shop. The journey was tiring but mostly unproblematic apart from one occasion when he took a wrong turn:
During the 10 days spent at Shorne I had to make several trips to Mile End to help hasten on the completion of the shop. Leaving for London early in the morning and returning late at night, every time walking those weary four miles across the fields.
One night I was later than usual. It was very dark and I took the wrong path, finally finding myself at Thorp I arrived at "Hanbury Cottage" at about 11 o/c having covered 7 miles instead of four.
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Later in life Jaques worked periodically as a buyer (in the tie department of a London firm), and also as a travelling salesman in both South-East England and further afield. A series of entries demonstrate the extent to which he travelled regularly, but also the fact that as he got older he found travel, and especially carrying a heavy bag of samples, tiring.
In the course of my business duties I had to go to many of the manufacturing centres in the northern provinces buying in most of the dry goods markets -Manchester, Glasgow, Belfast etc. 21 The daily effort, involving long tedious walks between the many short drives by bus and train, the heavy weight of the bag, sometimes supplemented by a parcel in addition … I rode as much as possible, but even the walk of a mile with a bag, parcel and umbrella made the work hard. 22 Later in life, as Jaques became slightly more affluent, he also took regular holidays, It is usually assumed that travel in the past was slower than it is today and that this therefore restricted movement. It is certainly the case that prior to the age of air transport international travel was much slower -it took John James 17 days to cross from Liverpool to New York in 1854 -but for much everyday movement the differences were smaller or non- it is reasonable to assume that they were as fast and as easily accomplished as they are today.
Given that both in the past and present most everyday travel was over short distances, 30 it is argued that differences in travel speed between the past and present were less important than might be assumed.
Perhaps what has changed most are expectations of travel. For longer-distance travel in the pre-railway age it was normal for a journey to take several days and stops would be built into travel plans. From accounts of journeys at this time these were viewed as an unexceptional and anticipated part of travel. Thus in his life history Joseph Yates describes in a matter of fact fashion his journey from London to Leominster (Herefordshire), despite the fact that he was travelling some 250kms and at the age of twelve was leaving home for the first time to take up an apprenticeship: Although in some ways a world away from the majority twenty-first century expectation of rapid and uninterrupted travel by car or plane, current environmental concerns have also shifted attention towards movements for 'slow travel' which encapsulate some of the same characteristics as those found in previous centuries: travel which is overland, slow and with breaks to absorb the local environment and which, consequently, produces fewer carbon emissions. 32 Although in the past most travelers experienced some interruptions and discomfort, the extent to which these were experienced was also class related. The rich travelled more quickly, more comfortably and more privately than the poor and, most crucially, they expected to do so. It is argued that while there certainly were significant changes in travel in the past -most notably technological change introducing rail, tram, car and plane travel -many other characteristics of mobility have changed little. There is, perhaps, less new about mobility than the concept of the new mobilities paradigm sometimes implies. What has changed, however, is that in contemporary society most of the population has attained, or at least adopted, the mobility expectations of the elite, and when transport systems fail to meet high expectations complaints ensue. This is explored in more detail below.
Disrupted mobilities
The reasons why everyday travel in the past was disrupted were largely similar to those experienced today. Problems occurred due to the weather, mishaps of various sorts, road conditions, personal illness, family circumstances or simple disorganization. These can be illustrated using the diary of Elizabeth Lee. As a young middle class woman she had both time and money to travel, and might be expected to be less affected by external factors than many other travelers. To some degree at least she was able to choose how she travelled and 11 was rarely subject to strict time constraints. Her detailed diary demonstrates the ways in which everyday travel for someone of her class could be disrupted by mundane events.
As today, snow was a hazard that could reduce the ability to move freely, including local travel on foot around the immediate neighborhood. Elizabeth Lee recorded a number of occasions when she, or other family members, delayed or cancelled trips due to snow; and other occasions when journeys were completed with difficulty.
Went to Miss Cornish's party tonight. It commenced at 8. p.m. A lot of snow fell last night and it was awfully slippery outside. I could hardly get along. 33 Today has been one of the worst days this winter. Frightful storm of snow and bitterly cold. Children had to stop at home from school. 34 Dreadful day; snow again. Did'nt go out till tonight. Fred brought me home. 35 However, for most of the time the weather was only a minor irritation which either delayed travel or made it less comfortable. As today, snow also had its compensations and could provide an attractive, even romantic, environment for walking: "Tonight went walk with Mr.
M. It is lovely outside, snow everywhere, and moonlight over everything." Ma and Arthur came home tonight, they were over two hours late, a train in front of theirs had broken down, so of course, they were delayed. 39 The other factors that could seriously inhibit Elizabeth's ability to travel when and how she pleased were constraints imposed through her family. Her parents rarely directly constrained her movements (only once in 1888 was she banned from attending a ball because her father thought it unsuitable) but domestic crises and the need to do household chores, especially the lack of a servant, often interrupted Elizabeth's routine and forced her to delay or postpone travel. The following are a selection of representative diary entries.
Ma and I have been arranging for me to take the children out and mind them, one week, and herself the next week. So I shall be in the house the week between doing the work and sewing, and Ma the next. 40 It is very wet this evening, and I had to stop at home because of that precious baby. 41 Ma has been out all day so have had to mind baby. 42 Nice day. Did'nt go to Church this morning. They all went a very long walk this afternoon, so I had to stay in to mind the house. 43 Rhona Little, travelling in and around London in the 1930s, also experienced disruption due to the weather, though she rarely recorded travel problems that caused major inconvenience. One occasion when she had been staying with relatives near Kettering outside
London she recorded that snow delayed her journey home and made her late for work, but as most of her everyday journeys were on London underground or over ground trains they were less likely to be disrupted by weather than more country routes:
We had just time to get to the station. When we arrived we found that the train was going to be late. We stayed in the refreshment room and Uncle got me some tea. We had to wait for ½ hr. I said goodbye and the train started. There was snow
everywhere. There were telegraph wires down and a telegraph pole broken. The train went very slowly as it approached London. It did not reach St Pancras until ¼ to 12. I was thus somewhat late for work. 44 Longer distance and international travel in the past was of course more likely to suffer from delays and disruption, but such journeys were made relatively rarely. Rhona described in detail one of her return visits from London to Northern Ireland in July 1939. Apart from minor inconveniences the journey was unproblematic even though the total journey used five different forms of transport (walking, bus, train, boat, car) and at times there were minor inconveniences and delays. However, the impression given by the diary account is that these were normal and expected. Rhona's comments on the overnight crossing to Belfast are given as an example:
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The steerage berths are not so fine as the saloon. There were six in our room. There were two good ventilators. After the boat had started a woman with a little baby got a vacant berth. The baby did not cry all night, I slept for quite a while. The vibration is dreadful. I felt like a jelly. It did not roll much. I woke up early and it was quite rolly. 45 Almost a century earlier in 1854 John James crossed the Atlantic to take up work with a mining company in Tennessee (USA). This was a long and arduous journey, potentially dangerous, and with many minor disruptions and inconveniences. However, as with Rhona When journeys are unexpectedly extended or disrupted today another normal expectation is that it is possible to contact family and friends to tell them where you are and to reassure then that all is well. In the past that was not possible and on an historical timescale the expectation of almost instant mobile communication almost anywhere is very recent (cell phones did not begin to be commonly available until the 1980s). 47 There is no comment made in the journal, but it can be speculated that if John James's relatives had known that he was due to sail on the SS City of Glasgow it is possible that news of her sinking reached the British press (and James's family) long before they received a letter from him telling of his safe arrival in the USA. 48 However, it can also be suggested that in an era of slow communication, the worry of anticipating news from a traveler and the potential stress of feeling the need to communicate instantly with those left behind was less present. Thus for 16 both those who travelled, and relatives who stayed at home, the expectation of slow, disrupted, travel with little news of progress to some degree could have eased concern.
Although communications over long distances were sometimes poor, from the 1860s, with the development of trans-Atlantic telegraphy and news agencies such as Reuters, they were potentially speeded up considerably. 49 Furthermore, over shorter distances communications were in many ways very good. Within an urban area, with several posts a day, it was possible to send a letter in the morning and receive a reply by lunchtime to arrange a meeting for that evening. 50 Although not quite the speed of text or e-mail communication it can be argued that the Victorian urban postal service allowed people to communicate in a not totally dissimilar way. Elizabeth Lee frequently corresponded with friends by post and used the post to arrange meetings at short notice (usually that evening or the following morning). Three examples illustrate this and, as the third extract demonstrates, a relatively quick response to letters was expected:
Had letter from L. Sanchez, asking me was I going to Communion in the morning, so I wrote and told her I was. 51 ….. Had a note from J.S.A. asking me to meet him, so went a jolly walk tonight, he has just come home from his holidays, has been to York and Whitby, he was nice. 52 Sent such a letter to P. Young yesterday asking him the reason of his silence, got a letter from him this morning, saying he had been so dreadfully busy that he had'nt had time and asking me to meet him at 3.30.pm. in B'head-…..
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Concluding discussion
Evidence for this paper has been drawn from a small number of diaries and life histories spanning a period of almost 100 years. It certainly cannot be claimed that these are in any 17 way representative of any segment of society or any time period. Reliance on such fragmentary evidence is inevitable when researching a topic as mundane and unremarkable as everyday mobilities. Most everyday movement does not leave a record and even more rarely provides more than a bare statement that travel took place. The life writing used in this paper does, for the most part, allow us to begin to imagine the experience of travel in the past and to draw some conclusions about the role of delays, disruptions and inconveniences in travel over both short and long distances. As such, it provides an historical perspective on a number of issues central to the contemporary mobilities literature. 54 I argue that everyday travel was commonplace over both long and short distances (though short trips were most frequent); that for the most part movement was unproblematic and that, most importantly, there was an expectation that journeys could be disrupted or delayed, and that travelling took a considerable time. This was a normal part of everyday travel practices. Delay caused minor inconvenience but, at least as recorded in these examples of life writing, it rarely merited prolonged comment or complaint.
By comparison, in the twenty-first century we have an expectation that travel will be quick and trouble free, and that if it goes wrong we have mobile communications that allow us to inform others and to make alternative arrangements. At the same time while most (though not all) travel modes have become faster, it can be argued that in some respects transport infrastructures and lifestyles have become less resilient. When mainly travelling on foot or horseback it is possible to negotiate most weather conditions even if it is at times slow and uncomfortable; by comparison the car is more easily prevented from moving by snow and ice. Heavy steam trains could also cope better with adverse weather conditions than modern high speed trains -for instance they did not rely on potentially fragile overhead power lines. For international travel planes are clearly more easily disrupted than boats that 18 cope with all but the most extreme sea conditions. Thus as transport has become faster it has also lost resilience.
One key change is the switch of most travel from public to private forms of movement: almost universal access to the car has allowed most people to gain a level of privacy that was only available to the elite in the nineteenth century. 55 However, this change has also altered levels of control and responsibility. Although one attraction of the car is to provide more freedom, including the ability to easily vary routes using modern navigational aids and mobile communications when delays occur, it also brings with it more responsibility. It can be argued that when the responsibility for travel lies with someone else (the train driver or airline pilot for instance) then there is a degree to which passengers accept delay because they cannot influence it. As a car driver delays that cannot be circumvented may cause even greater frustration because in theory you have more control but are temporarily unable to exert it. 56 In addition, the volume of vehicles on the road has increased and, despite expansion of the road network and the construction of bypasses, this means that just one stranded vehicle can sometimes disrupt whole traffic systems. In the past a broken cart could be more easily moved or by-passed than a large lorry jack-knifed across a road. 57 It can be suggested that as virtual mobility has increased rapidly in speed over the past three decades, physical mobility has remained largely static or, in some instances, has slowed (for example due to congestion). This apparent contradiction, and associated expectations, can lead to additional travel frustration, while the private car and mobile technologies may have contributed to a (mostly false) feeling that we can control situations better than was the case in the past.
Not only have transport systems lost resilience but also the same can be suggested for lifestyles: or at least that the nature of resilience has been reconstructed. It can be argued that in the past although most people did have busy lives, they did not feel the same pressure to complete a large number of tasks in a given time. Thus, if travel delays prevented some activities taking place they could be deferred to another time. For most people, and for most activities, the same is probably true today, but modern lifestyles appear to be constructed in such a way that many activities are crammed into a short space of time so that there is little room to adjust schedules and re-plan if travel delays occur. Thus it can be suggested that, in comparison with our diarists who accepted delays mostly with equanimity, modern lifestyles have been subject to a process of time-space compression and have become less adaptable and resilient. 58 In some ways this is ironic because with more labor-saving devices and smaller families it could be argued that twenty-first century families are likely to have fewer essential demands on their time than, for instance, a family in the late-nineteenth century with five children and both parents working (as was common, for instance, in the textile districts of industrial Lancashire). 59 However, this too is complex. It can be argued that for many middle class families domestic burdens increased in the twentieth century as servants became less affordable and less available, and housewives had to take on a greater range of domestic duties themselves. 60 Although not amongst the poorest in society, most of the diarists mentioned were living in households without servants, and even in the Lee home the large family (12 children born to Elizabeth's mother) meant that both Mrs Lee and her daughter contributed extensively to domestic duties. towards what is perceived as normality? In the past some delay was normal and adjusting one's schedule to deal with that was expected. In the twenty-first century, although delays occur, they are not expected, and many people appear not to leave enough slack in a personal or household schedule to easily accommodate disruption. 62 In particular, it can be suggested that attitudes to serious and potentially life-threatening disruptions may have changed. The diarists' accounts show a high degree of resignation and faith (often, though not always, religious) and an acceptance of risk and adversity. Today we usually expect to be able to control a situation and to prevent mishaps. Consequently we deal less well with the situation when disaster or disruption occurs. 63 It is clear that such changes had not occurred by the 1930s and thus these topics have the potential for further investigation using oral history techniques. There is also scope for further research on the contemporary situation to test the extent to which the assertions outlined above actually hold true.
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